
About 15 minutes later we approach Christmas
Mountain.

The 146.820repeater is just left of the peak in the
center of the photo. The road to the top of the mountain can be
seen. The Chisos Mountains are on the horizon.
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As we approach, we see what may likely be evidence
of the problem.

In this photo there is a wire dangling off of an
antenna.
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The antenna belongs to a private service, but you can
see the coax harness is cut between the upper and lower
sections of their antenna. We can't be certain, but we
speculate that lightning severed this coax, and being so close
to our equipment, it destroyed internal components in our
charge controller.

BIG BEND BALLOON BASH,
MARAF LIGHTS lOklSk

Bill Baker, WSATO

Labor Day Weekend will be coming September 5-7
and the BBARC plans to provide communications for two
events this year.

ALPINE - Big Bend Balloon Bash
Sept. S, 6, & 7

As we have done for 10 years or more, we will send
operators out each morning to spot and follow the balloons
and assist pilots, chase crews and event officials in tracking
the balloons and guiding them safe landing areas, and
directing the ground crews to the proper roads and gates to
retrieve the balloons. We will also be working the Balloon

. Glow on Sunday evening.
Balloons will launch around 7:30 A.M. each

morning, weather and winds permitting, at the Sierra la Rana
launch site. The Balloon Glow will begin at dark, weather
permitting, at Buck Stadium.

Contact Bob Ward, WA5ROE to put your name on
the list to volunteer, or sign up at the August club meeting.

MARF A - Blackwell ~bool MarCa Lights
10 kRuD /S k Walk

Sept. 5
This year we will also be supporting this foot race

event in Marfa. Bill Baker, W5ATO will coordinate the
communications. This is the first for us to do this event and it
is in the morning while the Balloon Bash will be in flight. We
will try to get volunteers from the Marfa area, but we may ask
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